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Research Article
Alexander Hapfelmeier*, Torsten Hothorn, Carina Riediger and Kurt Ulm
Estimation of a Predictor’s Importance by Random Forests
When There Is Missing Data: RISK Prediction in Liver
Surgery using Laboratory Data
Abstract: In the last few decades, new developments in liver surgery have led to an expanded applicability
and an improved safety. However, liver surgery is still associated with postoperative morbidity and
mortality, especially in extended resections. We analyzed a large liver surgery database to investigate
whether laboratory parameters like haemoglobin, leucocytes, bilirubin, haematocrit and lactate might be
relevant preoperative predictors. It is not uncommon to observe missing values in such data. This also holds
for many other data sources and research fields. For analysis, one can make use of imputation methods or
approaches that are able to deal with missing values in the predictor variables. A representative of the latter
are Random Forests which also provide variable importance measures to assess a variable’s relevance for
prediction. Applied to the liver surgery data, we observed divergent results for the laboratory parameters,
depending on the method used to cope with missing values. We therefore performed an extensive simula-
tion study to investigate the properties of each approach. Findings and recommendations: Complete case
analysis should not be used as it distorts the relevance of completely observed variables in an undesirable
way. The estimation of a variable’s importance by a self-contained measure that can deal with missing
values appropriately reflects the decreased relevance of variables with missing values. It can therefore be
used to obtain insight into Random Forests which are commonly fit without preprocessing of missing values
in the data. By contrast, multiple imputation allows for the assessment of a variable’s relevance one would
potentially observe in complete-data situations, if imputation performs well. For the laboratory data, lactate
and bilirubin seem to be associated with the risk of liver failure and postoperative complications. These
relations should be investigated by future studies in more detail. However, it is important to carefully
consider the method used for analysis when there are missing values in the predictor variables.
Keywords: Random Forests, variable importance, missing data, imputation, liver surgery
DOI 10.1515/ijb-2013-0038
1 Introduction
Due to improvements in liver surgery, postoperative mortality and morbidity decreased dramatically over
the last decades [1–3]. However, operations are still not hazard-free [1]. Together with a simultaneously
growing application, improved safety is of major concern [4, 5]. For this purpose, the identification of
potential risk factors may help to firstly, deepen knowledge about involved processes and secondly, to
develop models for the prediction of individual patient outcomes [6–8]. Based on data taken from several
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sources like clinical trials, databases, observational studies and many others, one is able to explore these
research questions. However, it is important to note that such data, whether they emerge from this research
field or any other, often contain missing values. These need to be taken into account by any analysis
method as they might have a strong impact on analysis results.
For predictive modeling of the liver surgery data, we used Random Forests [9] which are well known for
their ability to deal with missing data. In recent investigations, models fit with and without imputation of
missing values showed only negligible differences in predictive performance [the latter was assessed by the
mean squared error (MSE)] that Random Forests produced for independent test data [10, 11].
Further strong advantages over common approaches like linear and logistic regression is the ability
of Random Forests to implicitly deal with high dimensional data, complex interactions and collinearity
(cf. Cutler et al. [12] and Lunetta et al. [13], for corresponding discussions).
In addition, Random Forests provide variable importance measures which can be used to assess a
variable’s relevance for prediction. In a subsequent step these measures may even be used for variable
selection [14–22]. However, the computation of importance measures is not straightforward when there are
missing values in the predictor variables. Therefore, a solution to this issue has been proposed in an earlier
work [23] (see also Section 2.4). This self-contained measure is closely related to existing approaches and
retains appreciated properties, yet handles missing values in an intuitive way without the need for any
preprocessing of the data.
Alternative ways to deal with missing values are complete case analysis and imputation (e.g. mean,
hot-deck, conditional mean and predictive distribution substitution). However, it has been shown that these
ad hoc methods may lead to biased inference when the data are not missing completely at random [24, 25].
Multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE) [26, 27] is meant to solve this problem, and its superiority
has been shown in many publications [28, 29].
To our knowledge, it has so far not been investigated how to proceed for the estimation of importance
measures when there are missing values in the predictor variables. Therefore, and beyond our previous
works, the following analyses investigate the properties of three competing methods, i.e. complete case
analysis, multiple imputation and the self-contained importance measure, when used to estimate a vari-
able’s relevance for prediction.
In case of the classification problem given by the liver surgery data, preoperative laboratory parameters
that contain missing values are used for the prediction of postoperative complications. We found that
resulting estimates of a variable’s importance depend on the application of complete case analysis, multiple
imputation (executed by MICE) and the self-contained importance measure. For a more objective assess-
ment, extensive simulation studies that involve various missing data generating processes were conducted
for both, regression and classification problems.
2 Methods
2.1 Missing data
In early works Rubin [30, 31] specifies the issue of correct statistical inference with missing values by the
definition of missing data generating processes:
– Missing completely at random (MCAR): PðRjXcompÞ ¼ PðRÞ
– Missing at random (MAR): PðRjXcompÞ ¼ PðRjXobsÞ
– Missing not at random (MNAR): PðRjXcompÞ ¼ PðRjXobs;XmisÞ
Whether a value is missing is indicated by a binary variable R and depends on its probability distribution
PðRÞ. The complete variable set Xcomp consists of the observed values Xobs and the missing ones Xmis;
Xcomp ¼ fXobs;Xmisg. Therefore in a MCAR scheme the probability for a missing value is independent of the
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observed and unobserved data. By contrast for MAR this probability is dependent on the observed
information. In MNAR the probability depends on unobserved variables or the missing values themselves.
Little and Rubin [32] showed that usual sample estimates, for example in linear regression, stay
unaffected by the MCAR scheme. By contrast, in classification and regression trees even MCAR may induce
a systematic bias, which may be carried forward to Random Forests based on biased split selections [33].
Also, it is well known that complete case analysis is prone to biased inference when the data are not MCAR.
Therefore, in the following simulation study, one MCAR, four MAR and one MNAR scheme to generate
missing values are investigated.
2.2 Multivariate imputation by chained equations
Single imputation can lead to severe underestimation of variance [34]. A simple and popular solution to this
problem is the application of multiple imputation (MI) [31, 35]. In a first step a proper MI approach is
supposed to draw M estimates θð1Þ; . . . ; θðMÞ from PðθjXobsÞ for the multi-dimensional parameter θ which
determines the data distribution. These are subsequently used in the conditional distributions
PðXmisjXobs;bθðtÞÞ, t ¼ 1; . . . ;M to draw multiple imputations for missing values. This way several imputed
datasets are created. Finally, any measure of interest can be assessed by the average of estimates for each of
the imputed datasets. Little and Rubin [32] point out that the approach makes standard complete-data
methods applicable to incomplete data (e.g. the original permutation importance measure).
The case of more than one variable with missing values demands for a special imputation procedure. A
practical approach which makes it possible to bypass the specification of a joint distribution is MICE (also
known as imputation by fully conditional specification) [26, 27, 36, 37]. It cycles through incomplete
variables to iteratively update imputed values and parameter estimates until convergence. The procedure
is repeated several times to produce multiple imputed datasets. An apparent advantage is that imputation
of the data can be achieved by a flexible specification of predictive models for each variable.
MICE is especially suitable in MAR settings though Janssen et al. [28] state that it should also be
preferred to ad hoc methods like complete case analysis even in MNAR situations. Likewise He et al. [38]
and White et al. [27] point out that MICE is also capable to deal with MNAR schemes as the imputation
model becomes more general and includes more variables to make MAR plausible.
2.3 Random Forests
The most famous representative of recursive partitioning is the CART algorithm [39]. It constructs trees by
sequential binary splits that produce subsets of the data which are as homogeneous as possible in terms of
the outcome. Breiman [40] also showed that the performance of single trees benefits from “bagging”
(bootstrap aggregation). In bagging, several trees are fit to bootstrapped data. As a further advancement,
Random Forests [9, 41] have been introduced for which splits are performed in random selections of
variables. This makes a more diverse set of variables contribute to the joint prediction. The latter is
found by averaged values or majority votes of predictions given by the trees in a Random Forest. The so-
called “out of bag” (OOB) samples, i.e. observations not used to fit the respective trees, can be used for an
unbiased estimate of a Random Forests error, viz. the OOB-error.
When there are missing values, surrogate splits need to be employed. They mimic the initial split of the
data as they try to achieve the same partitioning of complete observations. When several surrogate splits
are computed they can be ranked according to their ability to resemble the initial split. An observation that
contains more than a single missing value is processed along this ranking until a decision is found.
The CART and the C4.5 algorithms, and consequently all Random Forest algorithms based on the same
construction principles, have been shown to be prone to biased variable selection [33, 39, 42–45]. Therefore,
Random Forests used in this work base on the recursive partitioning approach of Hothorn et al. [43]. It
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follows the same rationale as Breiman’s original approach and guarantees unbiased variable selection and
variable importance measures when combined with subsampling [46].
2.4 A variable importance measure for data with missing values
The most popular and most advanced variable importance measure for Random Forests is the permutation
accuracy importance measure. It is assessed by the comparison of a trees prediction accuracy, i.e. the rate
of correctly classified observations in a classification problem, before and after the random permutation of a
predictor variable. If the latter is of relevance for prediction, the accuracy is supposed to drop as the
original association with the response and further predictors is destroyed by permutation. The importance
measure takes large values in such a case. A decrease of prediction accuracy can also be expressed as an
increase of its complement, the prediction error (e.g. MSE). This is a more general formulation as it allows
for the computation of the permutation importance measure in regression problems, too.
The variable importance measure estimates a variable’s relevance for prediction in a Random Forest.
This differs from the estimation of the marginal (or conditional) relation between the variable and the
outcome. For example, when the true marginal (conditional) relation is high, the relevance for prediction
can still be low. It might just be the case that a Random Forest can simply make no use of a variable, e.g. as
it contains many missing values or for any other reason. If the purpose of the importance measure was to
estimate the marginal (conditional) relation to the outcome, a low estimate would demonstrate bias in such
a case. However, the importance measure is supposed to estimate something else: the relevance of a
variable for prediction in a Random Forest. Therefore it is no “bias” but rather a desirable property of an
estimator to reflect the decreased relevance of the variable in a forest.
Another issue is that there is no straightforward way to compute the permutation importance measure
when there are missing values. In particular, it is not clear how conclusions about a variable’s relevance for
prediction can be drawn from the permutation approach when surrogate splits, and therefore surrogate
variables, are involved in the computation of the prediction error. An alternative approach was proposed
earlier [23] to overcome this pitfall. In order to retain appreciated properties it is closely related to existing
methodology, yet differs in one substantial aspect: Instead of permuting the values of a variable Xj (that
may be missing), observations are randomly sent to the daughter nodes if a parent node k is split in Xj. The
probability to be sent left is determined by the relative frequency p^k of observations that initially went this
way. The algorithm to compute the importance measure is given by:
1. Compute the OOB prediction error of a tree.
2. Randomly assign each observation with p^k to the child nodes of a node k that uses Xj for its primary
split.
3. Recompute the OOB prediction error of the tree, following step 2.
4. Compute the difference between the original and recomputed OOB prediction errors.
5. Repeat steps 1–4 for each tree and use the average difference of OOB prediction errors over all trees as
the overall estimate.
This procedure simulates, like the random permutation in the original permutation importance measure,
the null hypothesis that the allocation of observations does not depend on the particular predictor variable
(Ishwaran [47] proposes a similar method as alternative to the permutation of variables). It solves any
problems associated with the occurrence of missing values and the application of surrogate splits as
decisions are detached from the raw values of a variable. No data preprocessing, e.g. imputation is need
for this self-contained measure.
In general, Random Forests are highly appreciated for their ability to implicitly deal with missing
values in the predictor variables. That is why they are commonly used without any considerations about
alternative ways to preprocess missing values, e.g. using imputation. However, the Random Forests
approach is often called a “black box” and applicants usually claim for more insight into their prediction
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models. The method described above serves this purpose as it closes a gap that existed for the computation
of importance measures in such situations.
An alternative and very basic approach to compute a variable’s importance in the presence of missing
values is to simply count the number of times it is chosen for splits in the numerous trees of a forest.
However, it is easy to see that this procedure is not able to properly determine a variable’s relevance for
prediction, e.g. as it ignores a variable’s position in the trees. For example, an important variable that is
chosen close to the root nodes of trees might easily be outnumbered by a less important variable that is
found close to the leaves of the trees. Furthermore, even useless variables are present in forests as the
algorithm has to choose the split criterion from random sets of variables. As a consequence, they are
assigned a certain importance >0, i.e. their selection frequency. That is why a simple count of variable
selection frequencies will not be used as importance measure in the following. Likewise, the original
permutation importance measure will also not be used as it has been shown to produce similar results to
the approach presented above when there are no missing values [23].
3 Liver surgery data
The liver surgery data have been prospectively collected between July 2007 and July 2012 in an electronical
database in the department of surgery of the Klinik rechts der Isar, Technische Universität München. The
database contains clinical information and laboratory tests recorded in 562 liver resections. Of those, 332
observations were suitable for analysis. Laboratory blood tests were analyzed as potential risk factors for
postoperative incidents such as mortality, re-operation and morbidity. For a global risk assessment, the
latter have been combined in a binary outcome which takes the values “any incident” and “no incident”.
The predictors platelets (#/nl), haemoglobin (g/dl), leucocytes (G/L), bilirubin (mg/dl), haematocrit (%) and
lactate (mg/dl) contained 83 (25%), 80 (24%), 80 (24%), 99 (30%), 194 (58%) and 187 (56%), respectively,
missing values. The correlation between these variables is given in Table 1. It was computed for all pairwise
complete observations. Most of the correlations are weak to moderate. However, there is a strong correlation
between haemoglobin and haematocrit, r¼0.975.
Random Forests of size ntree ¼ 500 were fit 100 times to the data. This way, location (quantiles) and scale
(variability) of resulting importance measures could be compared between approaches. As a representative
of more commonly used methods, logistic regression was applied, too. It was fit to 50,000 samples of the
data, each made up by 63.2% of observations. This way, the same number of logistic regression models and
trees are fit to data produced by the same sampling method. Stepwise backward variable selection based on
the AIC criterion [48] was used as an alternative means to assess a variable’s relevance for prediction by
logistic regression models. The latter is simply given by the number of times a variable is chosen within the
repeated computations [49–51]. Only the complete case analysis and multiple imputation approach could
be used to produce results for the logistic regression model.
Table 1 Bravais-Pearson correlation of predictors in the liver surgery data
Haemoglobin Leucocytes Bilirubin Haematocrit Lactate
Platelets 0.248 0.526 −0.111 0.352 −0.023
Haemoglobin 0.308 0.061 0.975 −0.270
Leucocytes 0.020 0.423 0.007
Bilirubin 0.034 0.120
Haematocrit −0.348
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Analysis results
Figure 1 shows that all approaches agree on lactate to be the most relevant predictor for complications after
liver surgery. This finding seems to be based on quite strong evidence as lactate is given the highest
importance although it contains 56% missing values. However, the mean rankings and the variability of
values show that there is still some uncertainty and disagreement. Concerning the other variables, there are
even more pronounced discrepancies. Firstly, the relations among estimates (i.e. the estimated importance
of variables in reference to the most important one) vary a lot, e.g. bilirubin. Secondly, there is a concerning
discordance in mean rankings which even culminates in totally different ratings for haematocrit. It is
assigned the third, fourth and second rank using imputation, complete case analysis and the self-contained
importance measure, respectively. Equal diversities can be found for the other variables, too. The estimated
importances of platelets and haemoglobin are downgraded when complete case analysis is applied. These
values even become negative which implies redundancy [47, 52]. Such a rating is questionable considering
the clear positive assessment given by the other methods.
Concerning the analysis of imputed data, logistic regression with variable selection produces similar results
to the Random Forests variable importance measure. However, using complete case analysis, there are
remarkable differences. Haemoglobin is now rated to be of higher importance than leucocytes. Even more
striking, lactate that was assigned the highest importance is now ranked after bilirubin. In addition to this
difference between prediction models, within logistic regression, the results of complete case analysis again
differ from those of multiple imputation. After all, it is not surprising to obtain different results from such
unequal approaches like Random Forests and logistic regression. As long as the latter is not explicitly
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Figure 1 Variable importance assessed for the liver surgery data (application study). Upper: Random Forest. Boxplots display
the distribution of importance measures. For a fair comparison values are standardized to the highest median importance
within each method. Corresponding mean rankings are given above bars. Most relevant variables are ranked highest. Lower:
logistic regression. Bars indicate selection frequencies of variables
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modeled in a very flexible way (i.e. inclusion of interaction terms, non-linear relations, etc.), the former is
more capable to deal with (and to reflect) complex (cor-)relations among variables.
To be fair, it has to be mentioned that it is hard to judge the performance of each method in this real
data setting. The actual relations of each variable to the outcome are simply unknown. Therefore further
simulation studies were set up to investigate the properties of each method in a known setting.
4 Simulation study
An extensive simulation study was designed to investigate the properties of complete case analysis,
multiple imputation by MICE and the self-contained importance measure when used for the estimation of
a variable’s relevance for prediction. In addition, the prediction error of Random Forests that based on each
of these approaches was computed for independent test datasets. There are several factors of potential
influence that needed to be explored; therefore the amount of missing values, correlation schemes, variable
strength and different processes to generate missing values were of particular interest. A detailed explana-
tion of the setup is given in the following.
– Influence of predictor variables
The simulated data contained both, a classification and a regression problems. Therefore, a categorical
(binary) and a continuous response were created in dependence of six variables with coefficients β:
β ¼ ð1; 1;0;0; 1;0Þ`:
Repeated values for β make it possible to compare variables that have, by construction, the same conditional
relation to the outcome. The marginal relation, however, is supposed to differ due to the correlation between
variables (details are givenbelow, cf. “Correlation”). Another important factorwhich inducesdifferencesbetween
variables is the introduction of missing values. Furthermore, the non-influential variables with β ¼ 0 help to
investigate possible undesired effects and serve as a baseline. An additional analysis with β0 ¼ ð0;0;0;0;0;0Þ`
was performed for a more elaborate investigation of this issue (henceforth called “null case”).
– Data generating models
A continuous response was modeled by means of a linear model:
y ¼ x`β þ ε with ε,Nð0;0:5Þ:
The binary response was drawn from a Bernoulli distribution Bð1; πÞ with parameter π which was assessed
by means of a logistic model
π ¼ PðY ¼ 1jX ¼ xÞ ¼ e
x`β
1þ ex`β :
The variable set X itself contained n ¼ 100 observations drawn from a multivariate normal distribution
with mean vector μ ¼ 0 and covariance matrix . To investigate the quality of the data simulation step,
linear and logistic regression models were fit to the simulated data. A comparison of the estimated
coefficients to β showed low bias and good coverage (cf. Appendix C).
– Correlation
 ¼
1 0:3 0:3 0:3 0 0
0:3 1 0:3 0:3 0 0
0:3 0:3 1 0:3 0 0
0:3 0:3 0:3 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
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As the variances of each variable are chosen to be 1, the covariance equals the correlation in this
special case. The structure of  reveals that there is a block of four correlated variables and two
uncorrelated ones.
– Missing values
Several MCAR, MAR and MNAR processes to create missing values were implemented. For each scheme,
a given fraction m 2 0:0;0:1;0:2;0:3f g of values is set missing for the variables X2, X4 and X5. The number
of observations that contain at least one missing value is given by 1 ð1%missingÞnvariables . Thus, a dataset
that contains three variables with 30% missing values includes 1 ð1 0:3Þ3 ¼ 65:7% incomplete observa-
tions on average. This seems to be a rather huge amount though it is not unlikely for real life data.
Therefore, m comprises a wide range of possible scenarios.
In the MAR setting, the probability for missing values in a variable depended on the values of another
variable. In the MNAR scheme this probability was determined by a variable’s own values. Accordingly,
each variable that contained missing values had to be linked to at least one other variable or itself. Table 2
lists the corresponding relations.
The schemes to produce missing values are:
– MCAR: Values are randomly set missing.
– MAR (rank): The probability of a value to be missing rises with the rank the same observation takes in
the determining variable. More precisely, when m is the desired fraction of missing values and k is the
index of the determining variable, then the probability of Xij to be missing is: m times the rank of Xik in
Xk (¼ rik) divided by the sum of all ranks in Xk, i.e. P(“Xij is missing”) ¼ m rik=
P
i r:k.
– MAR (median): The probability of a value to be missing is nine times higher for observations whose
alue in the determining variable is above the corresponding median. Thus, P(“Xij is missing”)
¼ m 9=10 when Xik >X½medk and m 1=10 else. ½med is the index of the median value.
– MAR (upper): Values of observations with the highest values in the determining variable are set
missing.
– MAR (margins): Values of observations with the highest and lowest values in the determining variable
are set missing.
– MNAR (upper): The highest values of a variable are set missing.
Independent test datasets served the purpose to evaluate the prediction error of a Random Forest. They
were created in each simulation run exactly the same way as the training data. Therefore, they contained
the same amount of missing values and were of equal size. The error was assessed by the MSE which equals
the misclassification error rate in classification problems.
Random Forests consisted of 50 trees, each. The simulation was repeated 1,000 times. This high
number of repetitions enabled a more precise estimation of summary statistics like the median importance
Table 2 List of variables that contain missing values or determine the
probability of missing values
Contains missing values Determines missing values
(MCAR, MAR and MNAR) (MAR) (MNAR)
X2 X1 X2
X4 X2 X4
X5 X6 X5
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of a variable. More computational details are presented in Appendix B. Corresponding R-Code is given as
online supplementary material.
In summary, there were two response types investigated for six processes to generate and three
procedures to handle four different fractions of missing values. This sums up to as much as 144 simulation
settings.
Simulation results
The following investigations are based on the classification analysis. Results for the regression
problem are presented as supplementary material in Appendix A (Figures 5 and 6) as they showed similar
properties.
The increased estimates for the importance of the correlated variables 1 and 2 compared to variable
5 are a general finding in each analysis, except for the null case. At first glance this might seem
surprising as the association of these variables to the outcome was created using the same regression
coefficients (β ¼ 1). However, due to the correlation, it is correct to assign variables 1 and 2 a higher
importance from a marginal point of view. The permutation importance measure follows this concept. As an
alternative, Strobl et al. [53] introduced a conditional version of the permutation importance measure. It
computes the importance of a variable conditioned on the values of other variables. It therefore tries to
reflect conditional relations of variables to the outcome. Both concepts are justified and simply differ in the
way to judge a variable’s importance, i.e. in a marginal or conditional way. In some research fields the
marginal perspective is used to investigate relations and interactions among variables [14, 54].
Another general finding is that there were no artificial effects observed for the non-influential variables
in the null case (Figure 4 in Appendix A) or any other analysis setting (Figure 2).
Findings for the self-contained variable importance measure, which is able to implicitly deal with
missing values, are displayed in Figure 2(a). According to expectations, the estimated importance of
variables 2, 4 and 5 decreased as they contained a rising amount of missing values. It is interesting to
note that meanwhile variable 1 is assigned a rising importance, although it does not seem to be directly
affected. However, Hapfelmeier et al. [23] showed that this gain of relevance for prediction is justified:
variables that are correlated and therefore provide similar information replace each other in a Random
Forest when some of the information gets lost due to missing values. Accordingly, variable 1 takes over for
variable 2 which is reflected in an increased selection frequency of variable 1 in the tree building process. In
conclusion, this approach is allowed to be affected by the occurrence of missing values as it mirrors the
situation at hand, i.e. the relevance a variable takes in a Random Forest under consideration of the
information it actually provides. The self-contained importance measure appeared to be well suited for
any of the missing data generating processes as results did not differ substantially.
Results for the complete case analysis, shown in Figure 2(b), showed undesired effects. A rising amount of
missing values lead to a decreased estimate for the importance of the complete variable 1. This is partly due to
the simple fact that some observations are completely discarded from analysis; importance measures typically
return lower values when Random Forests are fit to less data. However, the estimate for variable 1 is not
supposed to drop below that of variable 2 which contains the missing values. Unfortunately, this latter effect
can be observed for every missing data generating process, except for MNAR (upper). It is most pronounced
for MAR (upper) and MAR (margins). There is no rational justification for this property as variable 1 sustains
its information while other variables lose it. A proper evaluation of a variable’s relevance is supposed to
reflect this fact. However, there is a simple explanation. For example, in the MNAR (upper) setting, the highest
values of variable 1 cause some values in variable 2 to be missing. Now, as the corresponding observations are
deleted from the data, variable 1 loses its highest values while variable 2 does not. This is why variable 1 loses
more information then variable 2. As a consequence the estimated importance of variable 1 drops below that
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of variable 2. In general, this effect is always present when important information of one variable causes
missing values in another variable and in return is deleted by the complete case approach. That is why this
effect can be seen, though less pronounced, in any of the MAR settings of 2b. Considering this vulnerability of
complete case analysis to different missing data generating processes it should not be used for the assessment
of a variable’s importance when there are missing data.
An examination of Figure 2(c) reveals that multiple imputation, with only as few as five imputed datasets,
is a convenient way to maintain and recover the importance of variables that would have been observed if
there was no missing data at all. This equally held for variables that contained missing values and those
which were completely observed; none of their estimated importances were considerably decreased or
increased. Even the results for variable 5, which is only related to the outcome and therefore is associated
with a rather weak imputation model remained unaffected by the amount of missing values. The example of
variable 4 shows that imputation leads to artificially increased estimates for the importance of non-influential
variables. However, this exceptionally good performance of the MICE algorithm can only be found in the
MCAR and MAR settings. Here, the linear models used by the imputation algorithm are provided with all the
information they need about the missing data generating processes. In addition, they are perfectly suited to
deal with the normally distributed data and linear relationships. By contrast, in the MNAR setting, results are
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(c) Multiple imputation
Figure 2 Median variable importance observed for the classification problem (m ¼ % of missing values in X2, X4 and X5)
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closer to the ones produced by the self-contained importance measure designed to deal with missing values.
This indicates that the MICE algorithm was not able to impute “proper” values in this data situation. As a
consequence the variables with “badly” imputed values loose importance while their correlated competitors
gain importance. In general, there are many reasons for a poor imputation that might lead to the same
behavior even in MCAR or MAR settings, i.e. non-linearity.
The prediction error produced by each approach for the independent test sample is displayed in
Figure 3. For multiple imputation it increases least with a rising amount of missing values. This effect is
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Figure 3 MSE observed for the classification problem (m = % of missing values in X2, X4 and X5)
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more pronounced for Random Forests that use surrogate splits; though there are only minor differences
to multiple imputation (cf. Hapfelmeier et al. [10] and Rieger et al. [11], for a more detailed investigation of
this issue). Complete case analysis appears to be much worse and leads to very high errors with a rising
fraction of missing values. Missing data generating processes are comparable within each approach.
However, there is one exception for the MNAR setting that always causes the worst m ¼ % results. A
corresponding evaluation of the regression problem is given as supplementary material in Appendix A
(Figure 7).
5 Conclusions
The analysis of liver surgery data showed that several laboratory blood tests, especially lactate
and bilirubin, may be of interest for the prediction of postoperative complications. However, the estima-
tion of their relevance as predictors varied between methods to handle missing values. Therefore, the
properties of a self-contained importance measure designed to deal with missing values, complete case
analysis and a multiple imputation approach have been investigated in additional simulation studies
that employed several MCAR, MAR and MNAR processes to generate missing values. There are some
clear recommendations for application: Unfavorable effects have been found for the complete case
analysis in the MAR settings; the importance of completely observed variables was distorted in an
undesirable way. This approach cannot be recommended for application. By contrast, the self-contained
importance measure that implicitly deals with missing values expressed a decreased importance for
variables that contained missing values. Therefore, it can be used to describe a variable’s actual
relevance for prediction in a Random Forest that was fit to data with missing values. This measure is
especially useful for most of the everyday applications where Random Forests are usually fit to the raw
data without any preprocessing of missing values. In some cases one might prefer to investigate the
relevance a variable would have taken if there had been no missing values. Multiple imputation
appeared to serve this purpose quite well when it is able to adequately replace the missing values. An
additional evaluation of prediction error revealed that Random Forests that based on multiple imputed
data were least affected by the occurrence of missing values. Results were only slightly worse when
surrogate splits were used to process missing values. Complete case analysis lead to models with the
highest prediction error. All of these results emphasize the significance of a deliberate decision about the
use of an adequate analysis method.
Appendix A
Supplementary material
Figure 4 displays the estimated variable importances observed for the classification problem in the null
case.
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(b) Complete case analysis
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(c) Multiple imputation
Figure 4 Variable importance observed in the null case of the classification problem, β ¼ ð0;0;0;0;0;0Þ` (m ¼ % of missing
values in X2, X4 and X5)
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Figure 5 displays the estimated variable importances observed for the regression problem.
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Figure 5 Median variable importance observed for the regression problem (m ¼ % of missing values in X2, X4 and X5)
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Figure 6 displays the estimated variable importances observed for the regression problem in the null case.
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Figure 6 Variable importance observed in the null case of the regression problem, β ¼ ð0;0;0;0;0;0Þ` (m ¼ % of missing
values in X2, X4 and X5)
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Figure 7 displays the evaluation of prediction error for the regression problem.
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Figure 7 MSE observed for the regression problem (m ¼ % of missing values in X2, X4 and X5)
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Appendix B
Computational details
The R system for statistical computing (version 3.0.1) [55] was used to implement the analyses. The package
party (version 1.0.9) [56] provides unbiased Random Forests based on conditional inference by the function
cforest(). Its settings were chosen to fit ntree ¼ 50 trees in the repeated runs of the simulation study. For the
analysis of the liver surgery data the number of trees was raised to ntree ¼ 500. Each node was determined from
mtry ¼ 3 randomly selected variables and backed by maxsurrogate ¼ 3 surrogate splits. There were no restrictions
on the significance of a split (mincriterion ¼ 0), and trees were grown until terminal nodes contained less than
minsplit ¼ 20 observations while child nodes had to contain at least minbucket ¼ 7 observations. The computation
of permutation importance measures was performed by the function varimp(). MICE is given by the function
mice() of the package mice (version 2.18) [57]. It was used to produce five imputed datasets. A normal linear
model was applied to impute continuous variables, a logistic regression for binary variables and a polytomous
regression for variables with more than two categories; defaultMethod ¼ c(“norm”, “logreg”, “polyreg”). Each
variable contributed to the imputation models. The fraction of imputed data in the simulation study was approxi-
mately 1 ð1mÞ3, m 2 0:0;0:1;0:2;0:3f g.
Appendix C
Investigation of data simulation
Details about the simulation study are given in Section 4. The data generating models made use of the
parameter vector β ¼ ð1; 1;0;0; 1;0Þ`. The estimation of these parameters by coefficients of linear and
logistic regression models that were fit to the simulated data showed low bias and good coverage (Table 3).
Table 3 Bias and coverage of parameter estimates derived from the simulated data
Study β bβ SE (bβ) Bias Coverage (95%-CI)
Regression problem 1 1.000 0.080 0.000 0.944
1 1.000 0.081 0.000 0.953
0 −0.001 0.080 −0.001 0.945
0 0.000 0.081 0.000 0.946
1 0.999 0.074 −0.001 0.947
0 0.003 0.073 0.003 0.957
1 1.090 0.515 0.090 0.951
1 1.127 0.522 0.127 0.943
Classification problem 0 0.010 0.442 0.010 0.951
0 −0.002 0.456 −0.002 0.933
1 1.118 0.506 0.118 0.927
0 −0.006 0.399 −0.006 0.945
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